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A B S T R A C T 

An idea of constructing the •itable of random stars" capable of reproducing the theoretical 

concepts about the multiple production of elementary particles in the form suitable for compar

ing with experiments is discussed. The possibility of making such a table in the energy range 

up to IO BeV is shown • 

* 
A majority of papers on ~ne multiple production theory is devoted to the solution of two 

problems: to the calculation of the statistical weights of different reactions and to the 

obtaining of momentum distributions, Apart from this there remains a problem about the an

gular distributions and correlations of various kinds between the directions and velocities 

of the secondary particles, Meanwhile, its sol~tion would make it possible to judge more de

finitely about the applicability of the theory to the explanation of the multiple production 

process. Indeed, the correlations between the directions. of the particle motion must depend 

upon the character of the interaction between par_ticles at the moment of their oroduction ; 

in the first Fermi model of the statistically independent secondary particles the correlations 

must depend only upon the limitations due to the conservation laws; in the concept of the re

sonance interaction of a nucleon and meson accepted now the magnitude of the correlations 

must be greater. Comparison of the quantitative expressions for the correlations with experi

ment would make, perhaps, the character of the resonance interaction more exact or would 

outline the limits of the isobar theory, 

.The qualitative evaluation of the correlations "forwardbamkward" was made by Fermi/I/ 

taking into account the law of angular momentum conservation, However, the complexity of the 

necessary calculations is the obstacle for the quantitative conclusions, If they could be 

performed under simple assumptions then the complication of the form of the interaction matrix 

/the natural way of developing the theory/ would make the calculation more difficult, Under 

these conditions the simulating of the multiple production process would be an evident way 

out, However, since our idea about the multiple proauc~1on mechanism is too vague to find a 

large scale process with similar features it i~ necessary to make use of the numerical simulatr 

ing. Such a simulating must be capable of reproducing the whole class of the assumptions 

about the form of the interaction. 

An idea of such simulating was suggested by M,I. Podgoretsky and M,Danysz in the form of 

a "table of random stars" according to an isobar model. This· idea consists in the tabulating 

of the random numbers which obey the same regularities as the momenta of the secondary partic

les in the isobar theory. The table of random stars must contain a number of lines ; each of 

them is the description of one event of particle production; i.e. it contains the magnitudes 
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and directions of the momenta of secondary particles. The statistical treatment of such a 

table will yield the same data about the multiple production process-the statistical weights, 

momentum, angular and charge distribution etc.~ as well as the treatment of the real stars in 

the photoemulsion or in the chamber. The comparison of such data will answer the question about 

the agreement of the theory with experiment. 

The table of randon stars includes in principle all the data which can be obtained from the 

real stars. This is the advantage over other calculation methods. Any distributions or cor- • 

relations which can be obtained from the stars in the photoe~ulsion may be repeated in the cor

responding table. The shortcoming of the method is a limited accuracy, a great deal of calculat

ions necessary for making up and analyzing the table and the impossibility of obtaining the 

analytic expressions for the results. 

It is shown in this paper how to realize the above idea by means of the computer. When 

there are 5-6 secondary particles and under some simplifying assumptions one may draw a table of 

IOO-2OO lines using the abovementioned method by means of the hand-operated calculation. 

The method under consideration takes into acco~nt the energy and momentum conservation in 

the reactions. It can be generalized over a rather wide class of ideas about the particle in

teraction in their multiple production. This enables to give a positive answer to the qu~stion 

about the possibility of the multiple production simulating. 

Paragraph I concerns drawing up the table of the reactions in which the number of secon

dary particles is equal to three, the Fermi model being oonsider·ed correct. This. simple example 

illustrates the main features of the simulating method under consideration. 

In Paragraph 2 the method is generalized for n secondary particles and for the arbitrar1 

form of the square F of the matrix interaction element; some details which make the calculat

ions simpler are given in brief. At the same time some kinematio·characteristics of the 

system of n particles are derived. 

In Paragraph J the procedure for drawing up the table of random stars suitable for the 

comparison with experiment is outlined~ 

§ ~. TABLE OF THREE PARTICLE REACTIONS 

Consider the reaction of two particle interaction with the total energy E and zero 
' _.. 

momentum. As a result of this reaction three particles with masses mi , momenta fl and . . 
total energies e, / i= I,2,3/ are produced. According to Fermi theory the probability of 

this reaction. is proportional to 

W(E)= Jd~Pld~p; d!,pf cf{(e,- E)cf'(f ~) 
/I.I/ 

The factor d\reL-E)d'{i p~) 1.s the momentum distribution density in the momentum 
I I 

ri.ine-dimen-

sional space; ~ne problem of simulating consists in realizing such distribution. But the narrow 
. 3 I ➔ 

str1pes along the intersection of the surfaoe·s r.ei:-E. = 0 and. [ Pl =-0 in the nine-dimen· 
1 ,:_. . . ,·, I 

-~t 
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sional rectangle have too small volume for the points with the coordinates chosen at 

random to hit these stripes sufficiently often. But the integral obtained from /I.I/ by simple 

calculations 

W(E) S clp, dp~· f~.zp,p
2 

(E-e, -ez) 
~.) 

/12/ 

makes it possible to realize the necessary momentum distribution. The. integration re·gion c;J)3 · 

in it /Fig. I/ is bounded by the curves 

/, Their equations are 

C-01 ct'= ± 1. / <9-- is the angle between Pt and'!{, 

/I.J/ 

where 

It'follows from /I,2/ that the density distribution of the probability to have the momen-

tum P1 in dp1 and at the same time P2 in dp2 /i,e. the density of points M(pI ~ p2) in 

DJ /is proportional to the function 

w(p,, Pz)=P,P: (E- e,- e,1,). /I,5/ 

The pointf! M , according to /I,5/,are distributed in DJ not uniformly. We shall 

have to be concerned with the nonuniform distributions below. Let us consider the ways of 

their realization with the heip of the uniform ones. 

To obtain the random distributed numbers °" in/ a, b / with the density j(clv}/Fig, 2/ 

there are two possibilities:A/ rejection technique and B/ a 11 direct 11 method/ 5/, 

A, Two numbers are picked simultaneously 

I o, M 1 
/, where the constant M'~ J ( ol) 

cL uniformly in/ a, b / and J3 uniformly in 

for all cL on (a, b). Those pairs ol-, fi 

for which j(cl)L.j3, are r~jected, then the rl)maining values of oZ, will be distributed 

with the de.nsity j (&l). Indeed, at great number of samples the number of values of oZ, close 

to ~=d.,i tends to be equal to the number of J3 ~f (~,) , i,e, to the quantity j(o..,)/M' 

since ;'3 are distributed over the ordinate oZ, =d-1, uniformly, 

This method is also suitable for many-dimensional distributions, however, at sharp maxima 
' 1'3!:t 

of the functiottYthe number of the discarded pairs cL·,13 may be found too great; if f (ol-} 

tends to infinity then this method is not suitable at all/ or gives only approximate results/. 
cl. 

B, _J, is selected uniformly in /O,I/ and the equation jf(d-)dd...=-)3 is solved 
0 

each time, Then the dietribution density of the eolution:i of thin equation is proportional to. 

j(cl)since a,,z,/dA=(dfl.,/dp)·f(o{)~ j (d) 

Through thie method •is applicable only to the one- dimensional distributions, "it is 

suitable for infinite densities and is not connected with the necessity of rejecting the 

chosen values of j3 

The two-dimensional distribution /I,5/ is convenient to realize using the rejection 

technique, For this it is necessar.r to know the maximum of W( p, ,Pi) for DJ' One oan 

easily find that the values P, =- fi ,,._ r,,2- '· at which.this maximum is achieved are the rootis of 
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the system 

p,,. /e, =p:-/~=E-e,-e'l, /I.6/ 

if they are found inside DJ • Otherwise 15,,
2 

must lie on the boundary DJ , on the,curve 

€-= 0 , and satisfy the equation system 

P.2. [E-e, - e.r. -(8zl e,il = p.,-(E- e,.)(P, I e,) £-== o. 
A [E-e,-e,.:-ut;e

2
)] f,-(E-e,)(P.z.jez) , 

/I. 7-I.8/ 

At high energies E one has to.solve. /I.6/, at low energies -/I.7~I.8/. 

A pair of values Pr, p2 determines the momenta of all three particles by their magni

tudes and directions. Therefore, the sequence of obtaining one line of three -particle star 

table corresponding to the Fermi mode1 is the following: 

I/ The random numbers Pr , p2 in the intervals· (0, 'p; =), (o, p,_ rn.a-x} are chosen uniformly. 

Here ijj_'/2 /, A=~{~:._~,+m,__+m3)j[Ei-(m,-m,_-mp.)i I £E , 
and an analogous form holds for Pzma..x • 

/I.9/ 

2/ it would be verified whether the ~oint ( Pr, p2 ) lies in D3 • One may do this in 

the simplest way by checking the fulfillment of the inequalities 

£ <-0 , c+>O 
If they are satisfied then one can always find such an angle 0-

e,+ez.+J(f;+'f):/+m: 
1

=E. 

between 

/I.IO/ 
_,,.. 
p, and ]>; that 

/I.II/ 

If /I.II/ is. not satisfied then the pair.< p1, p2 ) is rejeoted,instead of it a new one 

is selected. 

J/ in (o,vlt,'14f=vl(P, ,fa,)) the random number j ia p:l,oked ~nd the iMq'uality 

j1= w(p,,p.r.) /I.I2/ 

ia verified. 

If"'it ia not fulfilled then the pair/ Pr, p2 / is discarded, if it is fultilled then 

4/ from /I.II/ 

CD-J IJl-= (pJ-p,t...:.p/)/().f,P.z /I.IJ/ 

is caloula.ted. 

The momenta of three particles may now be consip.ered equal to 

p; ={p, co-:f '1', - p, s ifl- ljl, O} , p; =-{pe CO:S ( &- '-f)), p2 s ui ( ~· 'f ), 1 /I.I4/ 

~ . =" .,...., p3 =-p,:-p2, 
where, .. lf' is ~n random angle uniformly distributed in /0,2 3T /. It is introduced, in order 

the directions of any momentum to be· isotropic in the. plane ( P,,°A ,'3). 
The table each line of which is computed by /I.I4/ will be the table of plane stars. 

When making the analysis of th~ experiment this will require to bring all three- particle 
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stars to one plane and only after this to compare the statistics of the experiment with that 

of the.Table. To make the Table of three- particle stars which do not lie in the same plane 

it is, evidently, necessary to rotate the end of the vector of the unit normal to the plane 

/ randomly about a certain axis. 

The uniform distribution is most simply achieved if the cosine f'? of_ the angle between 

the normal and the axis OZ is chos'en uniformly in (- I,I) as well as the angle <g 
the axis · OX and the projection of the I].Ormal to the plane XOY uniformly in (0 ,2 9t). 

between 

Then the number of hits of the normal to the element of the surface / P, 'j' / will 

appear proportional to th~ area of this element ( d? d':f ) . 
The angles '-J and co('-? together with the. angle '-f' form three Eiler angles des

cribing the transformation of the system OX'fZ in ox'r';i/121. In Table of solid stars the 

P~'--A'fi" components of the momenta must therefore be calculated by the formula ,-, 

is a well-known transformation matrix 

CO-S <j'COJ'J,'- '?Si~l_f Sutl.J' 

A :: -C0-5 tJ s ~n.ty- '? Sl(l)j cos ty 

Vt.- 72. Sln':f 

while the momenta may be put equal to 

- Si.rt'j Sin.ljl +?COJlfCO:! ty 

- v 1. - tr C()f'-j ? 

, where A 

/I.I5/ 

/I.I6/ 

Another means for transforming the plane stars into those uniformly distributed in space is 

stated in§ 2. The estimate of the efficiency of the supposed methods for obtaining the 

stars is given there too. 

2 • TABLE OF REACTIONS WITH tl, SECONDARY PARTICLES 

General case. Consider the case of the appearance of n secondary particles in the 

interaction which is characterized by the square of the matrix element T( °p;,,,, 1 ~) tend-

ing to infinity nowhere. F may also depend upon the energy E and the parameters of the 

primary particles. But it will be not essential further. The .momentum part of the expressio~ 

for the statistical weight has the form 

/2~I/ 

where f is the total momentum of the system. The integration region over the first 
,:,+ ~ C7' • 

/ k -I/ momenta p,, ... 7 fi<~l.. will be _denoted by: ov~ , at the same time no restrictions except 

the conservation laws are imposed upon the rest momenta ft, ... , p;;, • Let the integration 

region over 
...... -=+ 

at fixed P,, ... , fK-:t and arbitrary 'p:..,, ... J p';i. /with account of the conserv-
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ation laws/ be dtf. . Introduce special· notations for energy and momentum which are 

left for the particles ~ , ... , n at the fixed momenta of the particles :1.,. • •, -k-i. 
K-1 

E ~E-L ei 
K I ) 

K•I '~ -p"' = t:- Pi. - p ' 
I 

as well as for characteristic /"limiting"/ energy and momentum of ·the particle 

centre of mass system of particles k, ... , n 

E/={M/-+m;fi;) j2MK 

E::(f1:_,-m!_,+m~)/2 Mn-, , 

-~ 
at fixed p';, . , •; Pr<-1 

( K= 1. ; , •• , rt- 1.) , 

p;= vE~i-m~·= V(M~-m~-/f,//-{2M1<,,M1<)2.jzM,c , 

/2,2/ 

/2,J/ 

k in the 

/2,4/ 

/2,4 1 / 

/2,5/ 

where MK is the effective mass of a system of particles K.,, •• • rt. , whereas }"1,e is the 

mass of the compound particle composed from -le+ 1.,, .. , n: 

M: =E;-p;, /2,6/ 

n. 
111K=L ml. 

/ 
1 

K+I 
/2,7/ 

We shall set the components of the momentum p'; in the spherical coordinate system 

f;.={pK,13;, ':jtt,} , connected with the sum of the momenta f 1 , • . • , p;__, already chosen. 

Let the po~ar axis of the system to be directed along p;; t91c is the angle between the 

.vectors p; and p';, the azimuth l}K is counted off the vertical plane in which p; lies 

/Fig,J/, This coordinate system is conve~ient because the module of the sum of momenta "f; 
and -fx does not depend upon the angle·lf~ 

P~:, = Pf+ p! + 2 P~ p,. cos 8' I(. 

/2,8/ 

For recounting the com~o~ents of the momentum 1nto the rectangular coordina_te system one may 

use the formulas following fro~..Iig, J. 

. pl( ={XK, 'fx,zl(] 
· 'R;c=(X~+':J;)i/2-, 

/2 ,9/ 

XK=pl</~; ~~+( ~",c ~=cogljK- r: Stn1 .. )slnlr~, /2,IO/ 

!/K=-R[ ~: ~!%: + ( !: ~: cJYJ ~x +f; sm ~,:)sin&~, ;a.rv 

. [2 R.. J z I( = R. P! W3 0k - p: co-1 lj,: s i,rt (9/K_J • /2,12/ 
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Now let us transform /2. I/. After the· integration over p;;_ and over lS:i:-, 
ions in the integrand vanish: 

/2.IJ/ 

where the vector p;., is of the form 

-4. £'.2 a. P. 2 2. j cos n -m,,, - n-1 -pn-1 (/) 
,, p I J J n-4. 1 
~ n-1 Pn-lL /2.14/ 

whereas the integration region f/)n., is limited by the surfaces coJc),;:,"' :!:. I, i.e., 

/2.15/ 

c:S' -:tune t-

In principle expression /2.IJ/ makes it possible to solve the problem of the realization of 

the distribution required by the model with the interaction F. In /2.IJ/ there are no de-
_.,. - Ul pendent integration variables, therefore the sets of values of A,, ... , Pn-z, Pn-,, J n-1 

must satisfy certain inequalities instead of equalities/ as distribution /2.I/ would have 

required/, what increases the efficiency of sampling. However, the amount of the calculations 

necessary for creating the distribution over p';, ... ,p;,_2 ,pn-,,'-:Sn-, of the density 

Pn_~,EIL ~/ P,,_~ is still rather great, Al:). further transformations must be aimed at reducing 

this amount of calculations. An evident way for this is to perform in /2.IJ/ the maximum 

possible number of integrations. Due to this the dimension of the integration region falls 

increasing thereby the ratio of the volume of the region to the volume of the rectangle cir

cumscribed. However, this aim cannot be achieved if the form of the function F is arbitrary. 

Having in view to suggest the method applicable for any F we .shall choose another way .of 

reducing the calculations, and namely, we present 

using the spherical coordinate system described above. Then the distribution density over 

P,,~1.9,,<:f,;p:i.,?"')•"j ... J<:J,,_z;Pn-,,~n-, is of the form: 

rh 1 0 ) E rr "n-il :Z. y..,(P,, ... , :Jn~, =Pn-1 p;_, .;:J-• K~I Pi< J /2.I6/ 

where the arguments F are the same as in i2,J/, It is essential that the regions 2>i 
__.,... -~ -;;:;:'? •• ~ ~ 

of the allowed values of Pt;, .. , P,, ... J Pi<- 1 ;--· J PL)".; Pn-t are 

independent of lJ,? ... J '::f n-1 • Let us prove this. 

Let the momenta ~, ... J 'ft., ( K £::. :z-2) be fixed. Find the region d~ of the change of 

the momentum p; . For the remaining particles /cJ fr:-+ 1.., ... , n, the equations 
,, 

Z::. el == E"' 
K 

n -Lf~ ==- p,,_ 
K I, 

are correct. 

/2.17/ 
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It is known/JI that the limiting values ot the momentum of one of the particles at their 

multiple production are obtained when all other secondary particles move as a whole, i.e., 

as a particle of mass equal to their total mass. For particle k this mass is equal to ~K 

/see /27/ /. The conservation laws for two particles with masses m.K and /'(,K , with the 

total energy EK and the momentum - ~ are written as follows 

vp::+m~· + v(-i5;-p")1 -t-_f-.f 
1

=EK. 

This is an equation cf a surface limiti~g the region of possible positions of the vector end 

{5; • The position and form of the region drc may be most explicitly obtained from the 

graphic representation of the conservation laws / 4/. The sphere p; ~ W1'Lft. in the cent~r 

of mass system is deformed when passing into the laboratory system into the ellipsoid of 

revolution extended along the direction of mutual motion 

considered case .the center of the ellipsoid is the point 

the length 2p;{- EK/ M1<. • It is directed along the vector 

the semi-minor axis is equal to ,r. PK. /Fig.4/. Here £: 
/2~4/ -/2.5/ • 

·~vj_ 

of two frames of references. In the 

o(-E!~/M,,J, the major axis haa -P1<. and is an axis 0.1. revolution, 

and pt are defined by 

Now the region 'flJ1<. may be found. Since the energy E::: of the particle k in the 

center of mass system of particles k, ~+I, , n is not less than the mass of this 

particle· mk then /see /2.4/ / 

MK?:-j{K-, (1<6 n-1). 
. 

~ Condition /2,IB/ is not only, a necessary restriction upon f;, ... )"f(._, 
when it is fulfilled there may be alwa,rs found such P:, , ... , f5;i 

/2,IS/ 

) but a sufficient one: 

that the conservation 

laws will be satisfied. It is possible· for instance to direct the particles k+I, ·•·:, n 

all together (in the frame of reference where -PK= O) in one direction whereas the 

particle k in the opposite one. 

But M,:: depends only/ upon the modulus /2.5/ _which in its turn is independent of 'j,__ 

/2,8/. Therefore the form of the region /Q),e. /2,IS/ is independent of 'i1e (tc6n,-i) • 

For <ilJri it follows from /2,15/, 

The independence of the ou~lines of the regions ~,c. of ':f i;:. for all k from 1.. up 

to n makes it possible to reduce the dimension of each Dk as much as one and a half time~ 

So, the dimension Dn will be 2(n-I) instead of J(n-I). Thereby the ratio of the volume of 

the region to the volume of circumscribed rectangle of the same dimension considerably in• 

creases. 
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Write down in more detail the limits restricting the,dimensions of Dk and of the 
~ -,,+-

. rectangle circumscribed. It is clear from Fig.4 that at fixed p, 
7 

• •• , PK-t the limits of 

the change ~f pk are given by the formulas 

\ 
. p~ = (E:P"+~EK)/ MK 

'(e:R"p!EK) /Mx 
0 

at 

/The restrictions upon Pn-, differ from those upon P"' / K<n.-1/ because the system o~ 

particles n-I and n is ldnematically definite/. 

The limits of the change of cos &1< at the fixed p,
7 

••• , ff;._,
7 

p,c have the following 

form 

/2.20/ 

The boundaries of the circumscribed rectangle are obtained by the same·~onsiderations but 

under the assumption that no momentum is fixed. For .the ~omentum of the particle k (k•I, .. )n) 

a following chain of formulae is obtained 

e: =[M2+m:-<fL mi,Y,] /z M, 

D" ,fe..,,._ • :£' 
fl( ::: V K ~ ,nl<. 

fi<- = (£~+ Pet.)/ M 

at E/M~et./mK 
at E/M ~ e~/ m~ 

The limits of the change of UH~ are .:t I /except. CG-S ~/. 

/2.2!/ 

;2 •. 22/ 

/2.22'/ 

/2.2J/ 

so, it is possible to outline the following order o.f sampling n- particle· reactions 

characterized by the square of the matrix element F. 

p1 and cos ~ are seleoted in (R,,.;,n., p, w,a,c ) and ( -I, +I ) , then p2 and c~s ~ 
~ ~ are chosen in (Pz.m.iA,Pz m.aoc.) and (-I,+ I), and the fulfillment of (2.I~).,,for k • J is 
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verified etc ••• pk and cos o¾, are chosen in ( p.._-rnln, 'f5:,.,,.,,,..,.,.,) and_( -I,+I ), Ek+I and 

Pk+I are calculated by (2.2) and (2.8), and (2.18) is verified; when (2.I8) is not fulfilled 

the sampling begins again from p1 , otherwise one passes in to (k + I) etc. up to k=n-I, 
t'1-I) (11-1) / ~ • ~ 

when only Pn-, are picked in ( pr>Wl-, p"'1,0,QC ) (not between p,,_ 1:,rYIM1.-J p,,_,_,,..,.,,J and 

the verification,of /2.IS/ is not necessary. Only after i~ 'f:£:,••·, 'f'.,_-:i are drawn in 

(0,237), cos l.9'11.-, is calculated by /2. I4/ and iJ;, ( f,, .. • 7 'j n.'-i) by /2. I6/. 

The realization of the density distribution using the rejection technique has in 

this case some pecularit1es. It is impossible to apply this technique directly since ct:>~ 00 

for Pn.-, =0 if F is finite everywhere. But just at Pn-,-o the interval of the 

change p.,;,_ (2.I9) contracts into_ a point, i.e. p,.__, need not be drawn. Let the accuracy 
ln-1) 

· for setting the momenta in Table be t , then it is possible to find prn.i,,r,, so small that 

the interval of the change Pn-1 will be less than E D .t!.. P,(11-1) and for r,,_.,- ,.,,,.,n. 
it may be supposed that f11-, =p:,_, If 

p,-,, 
Pnat ;, P ,,.,.,._ ... then the distribution is realized 

by a rejection technique, and the maximum /2.I6/ is taken as a maximum of cp with the 
( 11-11 

change of Pn-1 fo-r. P,.,,_,;,i. • If a preliminary eyaluation of (/:>...,a.,,,_ is too overestimated or 

impossible due to a complex form of F , it may be improved.in the course of calculation. 
,+.. ~•) r+--.l.J) 

Having calculated Y__,.:. '+-', •.• , '-P for_ a sufficiently large number --v of sets of the 

components P7:, . , . , P,,-, one may assume the greatest value of <P on the obtained assemb-
l') 

ly of sets as cpl'Tl4,(/,. After that having ohoosen v rand cim numbers cl--- , ~<"J on , 
( o:cp,.,,. .. ) and comparing cp<•\ ... > cp<vJ with them, it \.~ necessary to reject- those sets for 

·which ol >cp. 

After the di~tribution of the density cp 'has been realized the tabulation is completed 
. _.,. _.:po --> 

by the calculation _of Pn- ==-p,._-, -pn-1 and by transforming of all the momenta into the 

system OXYl by /2.9/-/2.12/. 

The Fermi Model Fa I enables to simplify a little the calculation method. In this 

case one may in /2. IJ/ integrate over '-! n.-1 and over- -p.,.1 ( more exactly, over e., n-, 
within the limits 

e 
_ E!. E,,_, ~ p 1- p· ) 
.- "-1 n-1 

-~ - Mn-1 

- ~ and to obtain the density distribution over P1-, •"J Pn-.:i. : 

I ='r ---'t- J.r.: :Xf f. E-,,. E1 - 'lt'Z. P1 
A-i (P D )-.=!1!- os. ~ n-, n n-1 Pn-1 •• , 
~ i 1 • • • 1 I rt·:Z - 3 f n-l 11A 3 

ivlt1-1 

/2.24/ 

n-z. -n rt ,,.,_ . /2.25 ;I/ 

Here the sequence of samplings is the same as in the general case, but comes to an end on the 

------------------
I/ If n= J 

1 
/2.25/ coincides with /4/ from/G/ • 
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sampling Pn-z. , CO-S 19-;,_2. • On obtaining the points uniformly distributed in - Dn-I Uie nonuni

form dis·tribution of the density cp' is being realized using the "rejection technique". 

ct>!-xmay be calculated beforehand, and, namely, it may be shown·.:that the greatest value of 
I ~ ~ ~ 

,,+.; is realized when P O d th t p p y-, n-I = , an e momen a , :, ... , n-z satisfy the equation 

system 
:z o_2 o __ z. 2 - "2 'f- "' .8-..a.- -.L..!1::l,..- Pr1-,En-,Er1En-f e,- ez.-···- en-2, - (E~ Et'>-)2+-011\L(El,2. -E" E:i'-+Et-:1.). 

n-1 n I n-1 n-1 n-1 n. f\. 

/2,26/ 

This system fs easily solved using the iteration method. 
.., 

Further it is necessary to select the momentum_ Pn-r Instead of this it is better 

to choose the energy using the direct method /B/, i.e., to solve the equation 

z ei., -3 £.,_, e ;;., = (£ e;.,;., - 3 E.,_, e!.,.,.,_) ( 1-o1-)+(ze,;..-5E.,.,l!.1. )cx,12 .271 . 
I 

where cL is uniformly distributed in /O,I/. 

Only after this it is meaningful to pick 1,, ... , 1n-~ • 
The characteristic feature of the method stated in § I-2 is the. presence of the un-

successful samplings, 1,e., the realization of the nonuniform d_istributions using the reject

ion technique. Evidently, when the number of. unsuccessful samplings is great the method 

becomes practically useless for tabulating. One. fails to estimate the efficiency of the method 

in the general form. However, the numerical experiments has shown that for the reactions on 

meson production by protons at E = 4,72 Bev the efficiency of the method is 50% /the pro

duction of one pion / and IO% /two pions/. When the number of mesons is great the efficien

cy is too small to apply the method described above in the hand calculations. Still it is 

possible to make up the tables when J-4 mesons are produced by the hand calculation if Cf:>' 
is integrated some times more. The use of electronic computer will enable to make up large 

tables of' 5-6 -particle reactions applying the method described here, 

J. TABLE OF RANDOM STARS 

The table of n, -particle_ reactions is difficult to compare with experimental data since 

neutr~l particles fail to be detected in the exRQriment. It- must be incorporated into the 

tablt' of randoll\ stars created in thocoll1ston of' the two given particles at the given energJ" 

E. 

To.make up such a table it is neccssar;r to consider all kinds o:1' reactions having an. 

appreciable weight. The magnitudes of the statistical weights define the average number o:1' 

lines for. each reaction. 

In the Fermi model the statistical weights may be calculated and are already known for 

many reactions. But for the simulating of the interaction with an arbitrary square of the 
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matrix element the problem of the calculation of the statistical weight may apP.ear to be as 

difficult as the tabulation of random stars, However, the above method for the making up of 

the table of n-particle reactions enables in principle to determine the.phase ·volume W -

the main part of the expression for the statistical weight. Indeed, it is clear that the 

phase volume vJ is equal to the product of the volume of the region y)n,. by an 

expected value cl:> /2.16/ over thi~ region, The volume of the region ~rt, is equal to 

the fraction of "the successful hits of the sets 
_... _,,,. 
P,, , · · , Pn-, to this region mul-

tiplied b;r the volumo of the rectangle with the known dimensions_ circumscribed around Gl>n • 

The application of this method for calculating the phase volumes would require a considerable 

number. of samplings due to great spread in the v_alues of 

volume the greater the spread. 

<P , - the smaller the phase 

· If the statistical weights of the most important reactions occuring at the given energy 

are known then the making up of the table of random stars is not difficult. Let .us arrange 

all the reactions ).{,, .Afe , ... ,vl1,r-in an arbitrar;r order and give its own interval cf'4 to 

each of them on the segment (O,I).· The length of the interval must b~ proportional to the 

statistical weight of the reaction ~ • Then for drawing the next line of the table 

one throws randomly a point on the segment (O,I). The number of the interval d)ly to 

which it will be incident points out the reaction which will be represented in this line, 

Besides•it is being cleared up by sampling which of the momenta in this line should be con

sidered belonging to the charged particles. The momenta of other particles as unobservable 

need not be introduced into the line, 

In the table made up in such a way a/ the reactions will be shuffled randomly b/ the 

nU11ber of lines reffering to each reaction will .fluctuate with respect to that expected 

b;r the statistical weight. -The law of these fluctuations will ·be the·same as in the obser

vation of the real stars. It should be noted in order to increase the accuracy of small 

tables the fluctuations may be forbidden, 

Using the computer giving the stars with n, =6 by the above method a majority of 

reactions induced by protons of the kinetic energy IO BeV may be taken into account. The 

stars with different number of rays will be present, 

The accuracy of the results obtained from the table o~ random stars is mainly determined 

b;r the same factors as in case of the real stars, There are no errors in the determination of 

energy, angles of particle emergence; one may neglect oscillations of the frequency of 

some reactions with respect to their weight, However, the results.will be influenced b;r the 

error in the calculation of the statistical weights of all reactions, When the errors in 

the weights are of the order of IO% the making up of tables of more than 1000 lines is 
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hardly worth while. The surplus of accuracy which is taken is necessairy to obtain the con

ditional distributions and for the comparison of the distributions at different energies. 

The error in the statistical weights at different E is levelled since they are more or less 

systematical. Therefore, the results of the comparison of the distributions at different E 

may have a greater _accuracy. 

An interesting possibi·lity of increasing the accuracy appears· in the tabulation of 

random· stars in the laboratory system of reference. Then there is no necessity any more to 

transform real stars into the c~ntre of mass system this problem is solved at high 

energies rather roughly. Thus, the analysis of the experimental data becomes easier and 

the accuracy of comparing the table of random stars with the experimental data increases. 

The formulae for the calculations in both systems are identical as concerns their complexity ...... 
/in § 2 everywhere p j- 0 /. Practically, however, at Pf O the -interval of the allowed 

values of the momenta reduces/narrow beams!/ and the interval of the allowed values of the 

-pl( p~I( momenta extends.,Both these factors reduce the efficiency of the samplings 

Therefore, it is better to transform the momenta in the table of stars in the centre of mass 

system into the laboratory system. 

CONCLUSION 

It is the purpose of this paper to clear up the possibility of making up the table of 

random stars. A way for it is given here. Evidently, in the first turn one will succeed in 

reproducing the Fermi model and that of isobar in the form of a table. One may hope that 

the reproduction of the reactions with 6-7 secondary particles for the modern computers is 

quite real. It means that it is possible to make up for instance, a table of stars created 

p-p collisions with the IO Bev accele~ator. 

The way of making _up such a table for these models is such. that the distribution of the 

reaction products over the ang-les is isotropic. To explain the no.nisotriopy really observed 

one has to choose a definite suitable d-:,pendence of ff" _upon momenta_ and angles. 

The described method of making up the table of random stars is accepted in different 

kinds of the matrix element square F .·The complexity of _the function is of no 

importa~ce since a major period of time during the work of the computer has to be spent for 

rejecting the unsuccese:!!ul momentum componenta, but not for calculat1ng the accepted momenta. 

'rherefore there is a possibility of finding a ·satisfactory F fr.om a phenomenologically 

standpoint form of interaction by testing different ideas about the interaction and co_\l]paring 

the obtained statistical weights, distributions, correlations with the experimental data 

Such a method might have been applied for,studying the decay of unstable particles. 

The topic of this paper was suggested by M.I. Podgoretsky·. · I express IDJ' sinaere 

gratitude to him. I am.also grateful to Yu.P. Blagoveschensky for many valuable diuouss~ons. 
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